
President Nixon said, "In the challenges we

face together, let each of us ask-n- ot just how
can government help, but how can I help?"
Apparently, the President now wants to apply
this philosophy directly to the challenge of

crime.
Through his criminal justice proposals,

Nixon seems to be saying that if the American

people want their crime rate to decrease, they
just damn well better stop committing crimes.
In his proposed legislation, the President
includes only a couple of phrases about the
relationship between social problems and
crime. A good deal of social research and
practical experience have shown that this
relationship is a very important and direct
one, esnecially in the poorer sections of large
U.S. cities.

Yet Nixon has essentially ignored the link
between poverty and crime. And the White
House has proposed cutbacks in various social

programs. Since these cutbacks will eliminate
jobs in poverty areas, many sources agree that
they will hamper the fight against crime.

If America is to meet the challenge of its
social ills, including crime, there must be a

working partnership between the government
and the people. As of now, President Nixon
seems determined to sell out tfie federal
government's share of the bargain.

Tom Lansworth

crimes. According to the legislation proposed
by Nixon, a suspect would no longer be able
to avoid conviction by proving that he was
insane at the time the crime was committed.
Various definitions of insanity have been

accepted as a legal defense in the U.S. for
more than 3 century.

President Nixon's proposals also seek to
poverty as a major factor

contributing to crime. His criminal justice
statements include only the slightest
suggestion that housing and other social
welfare programs can help reduce street
crime.

In the statements noted here, Nixon has

proposed some sweeping changes which have

already provoked a few drastic reactions from
both supporters and opponents of the
President's crime plans. Perhaps this was the
President's tactic. The media have

overwhelmingly focused their attention on
the popular issues of capital punishment and
the insanity plea changes proposed by Nixon.
Because of this the public has been diverted
from a recognition of the real shortcomings of
the President's crime message.

Most of the presidential proposals made
since January have played down the federal

government's role in solving social problems.
Nixon's proposed criminal justice legislation is

no exception. In his Inaugural Address,
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